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PAPER
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Abstract
Wediscuss work performed on a quantum two-level system coupled tomultiple thermal baths. To
evaluate thework, ameasurement of photon exchange between the system and the baths is envisioned.
In a realistic scenario, some photons remain unrecorded as they are exchangedwith baths that are not
accessible to themeasurement, and thus only partial information onwork and heat is available. The
incompleteness of themeasurement leads to substantial deviations from standardfluctuation
relations.We propose a recovery of these relations, based on including themutual information given
by the counting efficiency of the partialmeasurement.We further present the experimental status of a
possible implementation of the proposed scheme, i.e. a calorimetricmeasurement of work, currently
with nearly single-photon sensitivity.

1. Introduction

The study of nonequilibrium thermodynamics in quantum systems haswitnessed fast progress in the last
decade. Especially, theoretical advancements have been achieved not only for closed systems but also for open
quantum systems [1, 2].However to this day, themeasurement of thermodynamic quantities, such aswork, in
coherent quantum systems has been limited to unitary dynamics in the experiments [3]. Although several
techniques have been proposed [4–9], the interesting case presented by open quantum systems is still to be
explored experimentally. For such an experiment to be possible, one needs tomonitor all the relevant degrees of
freedom, including the environment. This approachwould reduce the dynamics again to that of a closed system
comprised of the quantum system itself together with its environment. One of the possible schemes in this
direction is a calorimetricmeasurement of the relevant environment [6]. In such ameasurement, energy is
detected as temperature variation in an absorber with lowheat capacity. Ideally, for a two-level system (TLS)
such ameasurement yields all the relevant information, including the initial and final states of the system itself.

The topic of this article is to assess quantitatively how the counting efficiency of such ameasurement
influences its outcome in terms of work and its distribution.We define the counting efficiency as the number of
photons detected divided by the total number of photons exchanged. In the case of a ‘hidden’, unmeasured
environment at the same temperature as themeasured one, the results become particularly simple. Analytical
results can be obtained in the standard situationwhere the system is coupled to the reservoirs only before and
after the driving period.We recover thefluctuation relations oncewe include in themmutual information,
which directly relates to the counting efficiency of themeasurement. The quantum trajectory (quantum jumps
(QJs) )method yields numerical answers in the general case of a qubit coupled to the reservoirs also during the
application of the driving protocol.

We additionally provide an update on the progressmade in the implementation of the calorimetric
measurement toward a single-microwave-photon detection. Thefirst steps in implementing the calorimetric
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measurement experimentally have been reported elsewhere [10–15]. Continuing thework started in [15], we
report significantly improved results in terms of themeasurement noise. Thismethod presents a promisingway
for the proposed studies in the near future. In such ameasurement the counting efficiencywould be determined
mainly by the intrinsic decay of the qubit to the ‘dark’ environments, determined by the relaxation time of it in
the absence of the engineered calorimeter.

2. Preliminaries

Weconsider a quantum systemwithHamiltonian = +H t H H t( ) ( )S D0 , where H t( )D describes an external
time-dependent drive in the interval ∈t t t[ , ]i f with = =H t H t( ) ( ) 0D i D f . This system is embedded in a
dissipative reservoir described byHR so that the total compound is captured by

= + +H t H t H H( ) ( ) , (1)S I R

withHI being the interaction part.While driven open systems have been studied extensively in the past, our
focus here lies on themeasurement of thework exerted by the drive on the system in presence of dissipation.
Sincework itself is not a proper quantumobservable, the calculation of its distributionmust be performedwith
care [2].

2.1.Work and dissipative dynamics
A consistent formulation of work in a closed system is provided by the twomeasurement protocol (TMP)
[16, 17]which even allows to retrieve the full distribution of work [1, 2]. According to this scheme, the
probability distribution for thework

∑ δ= − −( )p W W E E P E E( ) , (2)
E E

f i f i

,i f

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

is determined by the probability P E E[ , ]f i tomeasure energyEi at time =t ti andEf at time =t t f

Π Π Π Π= { }( ) ( ) ( )P E E U t t t U t t, Tr , , . (3)f i f f i i i i f i f
†⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

Here  ∫= − ℏU t t tH t( , ) exp[ d ( )]f i t

ti

i

f
is the unitary time evolution operator, Π = ∣ 〉〈 ∣E Ei f i f i f are the

projection operators of the energy eigenstates at the initial and final time, respectively, and  t( )i is the initial
equilibriumdensity with respect to = + +H t H H H( )i I R0 . TheKthmoment of work easily follows as

∫=W w w p wd ( ). (4)k k

However, for dissipative systems this formulation is difficult if not impossible to implement in an actual
experiment due to the fact that the reservoir degrees of freedomare neither accessible nor controllable. To
performprojectivemeasurements on eigenstates of the full compound is thus not feasible. As long as one is
interested only in the first and secondmoment of work, onemay alternatively consider the power operator [18]

=
∂

∂
P t

H t

t
( )

( )
. (5)W

S

The time integratedmoments of its correspondingHeisenberg operator provide results identical to those
obtained from (3) if expectation values are takenwith respect to thermal initial states [19]. In the regime ofweak
system–reservoir interaction and sufficiently weak driving, thesemoments can be obtained based on the time
evolution of the reduced density ρ =t t( ) Tr { ( )}R , i.e.,

ρ ρ ρ= −
ℏ

+ +t
i

H H t t˙ ( ) ( ), ( ) [ ], (6)D0
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

with the dissipator  determined by reservoir induced excitation and emission rates Γ↓ ↑, related to each other
by detailed balance. A simple calculation using the power operator (5) then leads to the first law of
thermodynamics Δ〈 〉 = 〈 〉 + 〈 〉W U Q , with thework being the sumof the change in internal energy and the
heatflow.Here and in the followingwe use the sign convention that for heat flow into (out of) the reservoir

>Q 0 ( <Q 0).

2.2. Probing the reservoir
Tomake progress onmore general grounds, it has been proposed to evaluate work bymonitoring directly the
energy exchange between system and reservoir [2, 6]. In the regime ofweak coupling between a system and its
surrounding this then provides thework statistics performed on the open system. Theoretically, this scheme is
conveniently implementedwithin the so-calledQJ formulation. An alternative route is provided by generalized

2
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master equations [1, 20, 21]. TheQJmethod has been pioneered in quantumoptics to describe emission and
absorption processes of single photons by few level systems (atoms) [22]. Themethod exploits the probabilistic
nature of the quantummechanical time evolution by constructing the dynamics ψ ψ Δ∣ 〉 → ∣ + 〉t t t( ) ( ) over a
time interval Δt according to sequences of jumps between energy levels with transition probabilities determined
by the correspondingHamiltonian [23, 24]. Practically, one uses aMonte Carlo procedure to sample individual
quantum trajectories, and the distribution is obtained by averaging over a sufficiently large number of
realizations.

Thismethod has recently been formulated to record the exchange of energy quanta between a TLS

ω
σ λ σ=

ℏ
+H t t( )

2
( ) , (7)S z x

0

with σ σ,x z being Paulimatrices, ωℏ 0 the level spacing, and λ t( ) the external driving field [25]. The idea is to
count the last photon before the drive starts and the first photon exchanged after the drive ends. These ‘guardian
photons’ can be used to detect the respective states of the TLS and thus to retrieve information about the change
in internal energy. On the other hand,monitoring the photon exchange during the drive provides the net heat
flow. As long as theweak coupling assumption applies, the sumof these two quantities provides thework.
Experimentally, this information is obtained by a calorimetricmeasurement of the heat bath if an energy
resolution on a single photon level is achieved.

3. Incompletemeasurement for a driven TLS

In order for a heat bath to function as an efficient detectionmedium, its energy exchangewith the systemmust
be fully under control. Typically, however, only parts of the environment interactingwith a systemof interest are
known and calorimetrically accessible. Other components remain unidentifiedwhile still influencing the
system. Assuming that all components can be considered as independent heat baths, one can extend themodel
(1) by putting = +H H HR R R,probe ,dark with HR,probe being the part which can be probed and HR,dark accounting
for the unobserved heat baths.Monitoring HR,probe thus delivers only partial information about the state of the
systembefore, during, and after the drive. The question is then towhat extent a correspondingmeasurement
provides information about thework statistics.

TheQJ approach can treat this problemnumerically. Analytical insight is obtained by neglecting the photon
exchange during the drive (veryweak system-baths coupling) and focusing on the counting efficiency of
detecting the correct result for the initial and final states of the TLS.

3.1. Incomplete workmeasurement
Weconsider a setupwhere a TLS is embedded into two independent heat baths HR,probe and HR,dark , where only
thefirst one ismeasured calorimetrically. The setup is schematically illustrated infigure 1. Both environments
are assumed to be at the same temperature β=k T 1B and to interact only veryweaklywith the TLS. The
relevant quantity is then the relative strength of the couplings between TLS and HR,probe and HR,dark , i.e.,

η
Γ

Γ Γ

Γ

Γ Γ
=

+
=

+

↓

↓ ↓

↑

↑ ↑ , (8)
probe

probe dark

probe

probe dark

with emission (↓) and excitation (↑) rates Γ Γ↓ ↑,probe probe and Γ Γ↓ ↑,dark dark corresponding to the probe and dark
reservoir, respectively. The counting efficiency η gives the probability of photon emission/absorption between
the TLS and the probe reservoir, while η−1 is the probability that the quantum is exchangedwith the dark
reservoir. For example, η η−(1 ) is the probability of predicting erroneously the TLS to be in the excited state
after the absorption of one photon from the probe reservoir, while its true state is the ground state due to a
subsequent emission of a photon into the dark reservoir. The probability ϵ ofmaking an error in determining the
initial (final) state before (after) the drive is obtained by summing up all unobserved higher order events

Figure 1.TLS (centre) coupled to two reservoirs (R1 andR2), subject to a time dependent drive λ t( ). Only the reservoir R1 is
calorimetricallymeasured.
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∑ϵ η η η η
η

= − − = −
−⩾

(1 ) (1 )
1

2
. (9)

k

k

0

2

Likewise, the probability to predict the state of the TLS correctly bymeasuring the probe reservoir is given by

∑ϵ η η
η

− = − =
−⩾

1 (1 )
1

2
. (10)

k

k

0

2

Apparently, one regains an ideal detection for η → 1, while the outcome predicts the true state of the TLS only
with probability ϵ− =1 1 2 for η → 0.

Initially (before the drive) the TLS (7) is assumed to be in thermal equilibrium so that due to theweak
coupling its probability to be in the ground state (‘0’) or in the excited state (‘1’) is given by

= − =
+

=
β ω

β ω
− ℏ

ℏP P
Z

(0) 1 (1)
1

1 e

1
e , (11)2

0

0

with partition function β ω= ℏZ 2 cosh( 2)0 . Prior to the drive, the actual state of the TLS ismeasured by the
probe reservoir bywaiting long enough to observe energy quanta exchanged between the system and the detector
reservoir. The last detected energy quantumprior to the qubit operation serves as thefirst guardian photon
discussed above, yielding an (incomplete)measurement of the state of the system.

There are different regimeswhere one can treat the subsequent dynamics under the driving. First, we treat
analytically the casewhen the coupling to the two environments is sufficiently weak such that no photons are
exchanged during the operation of the qubit. This is the regimewhere Γτ ≪ 1, whereΓ is the sumof all photon
exchange rates and τ is the driving period. In this case, starting from an energy eigenstate of the TLS onemay
approximate the subsequent evolution of the system as unitary during the drive, followed by afinal (again
incomplete)measurement of the TLS via the probe reservoir, by detecting the second guardian photon after the
driving [25]. The expectation value of a function f W( )of thework in this process is thus given by

∑ ω= ℏ −ϵ
=

( ) ( )f W f k k P k k( ) , , (12)
k k

f i D f i

, 0,1

0

i f

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

with

∑ ϵ δ ϵ δ

ϵ δ ϵ δ

= − + − → ′

× − + −
′=

′ ′( )( )

( )

P k k p k k

P k

, (1 ) 1 ( )

(1 ) 1 ( ), (13)

D f i

k k

k k k k

k k k k

, 0,1

, ,

, ,

f f

i i

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

where P k k( , )D f i is the detector probability to predict the TLS to be initially in state ki and to befinally in state kf
if starting from the thermal distribution P k( ) and evolving during the drive with probability → ′p k k( ) from
state k into state k′. For an idealmeasurement ϵ = 0 this expression reduces to the expected result

= →
ϵ=

( ) ( ) ( )P k k p k k P k, . (14)D f i i f i
0

Abasic example is the response of the TLS to a so-called π-pulse such that drive amplitude and duration swap
the state, i.e. δ→ ′ = − ′p k k( ) 1 kk . The above expressions then simplify to

ϵ ω ω ϵ ϵ

ϵ ω ω

= − ℏ + −ℏ + −

+ −ℏ + ℏ

ϵ ( ) ( )
( ) ( )

f W P f P f f

P f P f

( ) (1 ) (0) (1) 2(1 ) (0)

(0) (1) . (15)

2
0 0

2
0 0

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

The second case, treated here numerically, is that whereQJs can occur also during the driving period,
corresponding to Γτ > 1. In this regime, the system evolves under the influence of a non-hermitian
Hamiltonian and the total work is given by +U Q, where the first contributionU is the change of the internal
energy of the system given by the initial and finalmeasurements as above, whereas the second contributionQ is
given by the net number of photons emitted to the environment n̄ as ωℏ n̄0 [25]. Since the dark environment is
not observed, this number includes only those events that occur between the system and the detector, leading to
further deviations influctuation relations. In the figures of the next sectionwe present results of both the unitary
case and the open dynamics case.
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3.2.Modified Jarzynski andCrooks relations
By choosing = β−f W( ) e W one arrives at amodified Jarzynski relation [26] of the form

ϵ β ω= + ℏβ
ϵ

− ( )e 1 4 sinh 2 . (16)W 2 2
0

The ideal detection ϵ → 0 again provides the conventional result, while strong deviations occur forfinite ϵ and
especially at low temperatures. The deviation from the ideal result is always positive implying that the balance
betweenwork put into the system ( >W 0) andwork extracted from the system ( <W 0) seems to be distorted
in favor of these latter processes: This is due towrong initial and finalmeasurements, where the TLS is initially
assumed to be in state 1 (while it is actually in state 0with probability >P P(0) (1)) and finally assumed to be in
state 0 (while it is actually in state 1), see (15). As illustrated infigure 2, equation (16) is in good agreement with
the numerical results of unitary dynamics (solid line and filled circles, respectively).When the coupling strength
to the heat baths is increased, parametrized by Γ Γ Γ≡ +↓ ↓ ↓

probe dark, the approximation of unitary dynamics
during the drive is not anymore valid and deviations from equation (16) emerge.

Based on similar arguments as done in the derivation of equation (16), one can alsofind from equation (15)
an expression for the distribution of themeasuredwork (again forweak coupling to the baths)

ϵ ϵ δ ω ϵ ϵ δ

ϵ ϵ δ ω

= − + − ℏ + −

+ − + + ℏ

ϵ ( )
( )

p W P W W

P W

( ) (1 2 ) (0) 2 (1 ) ( )

(1 2 ) (1) . (17)

2
0

2
0

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

This allows us towrite the Crooks relation [27] for the incompletemeasurement as

ω

ω
ϵ ϵ
ϵ ϵ

ℏ

−ℏ
= − +

− +
ϵ

ϵ

( )
( )

p

p

P

P
ln ln

(1 2 ) (0)

(1 2 ) (1)
, (18)

0

0

2

2

⎧
⎨⎪
⎩⎪

⎫
⎬⎪
⎭⎪

⎧⎨⎩
⎫⎬⎭

illustrating that theCrooks relation is also affected by incompletemeasurement. In the limit ϵ → 0, the standard
result of the π-pulse dynamics is obtained. Figure 3 illustrates the effect of η on the logarithmic ratio

−ϵ ϵ{ }p p Wln (W) ( ) for a coupling strength corresponding to Γ ω= ℏ↓ 0.1 0. As can be seen from figure 3, the

incompletemeasurementmakes the logarithmic ratio −ϵ ϵ{ }p p Wln (W) ( ) clearly non-linear. In the limit

ϵ → 0, −ϵ ϵ{ }p p Wln (W) ( ) becomes almost linear with the slope given by theCrooks equality, as expected.

4.Mutual information for the two reservoir setup

Aswe have shown above, the presence of an unaccessible heat bath spoils themeasurement of the TLS via an
observable reservoir. This imperfectmeasurement is thus due to an incomplete information about the probed
object which is, in fact, the compound consisting of the TLS and the dark heat bath.Here, we further quantify
this lack of information by analyzing themutual information between the results obtained from the probe
reservoir about the state of the TLS and the actual state of the TLS.

Figure 2.Deviations from Jarzynski relation for an incompletemeasurement with two reservoirs having identical couplings to the
TLS. The parameters are: β ω = 10 , λ λ ω=t t( ) sin( )0 0 , where λ ω= 0.050 0, and the drive lasts over 10 periods (π-pulse). The
different sets correspond to Γ =↓ 0 (filled circles, numerical, and the solid line, analytic result of equation (16)), Γ ω=↓ 0.05 0

(down-triangles, numerical), and Γ ω=↓ 0.10 0 (up-triangles, numerical).
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4.1. Single photon detection
The state dependentmutual information between a quantumobservableX and itsmeasured valueY is defined as
[35, 36]

= =I x y
P y x

P y

P x y

P x
( , ) ln

( )

( )
ln

( )

( )
, (19)

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

where ∣P y x( ) is the conditional probability to detect ywhen the true state of the quantum system is x and P x( ) is
the probability tofind the system in x. It is related to the joint probability via

= =P x y P y x P x P x y P y( , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), (20)

and to the probability of the detector tomeasure y

∑=P y P x y P x( ) ( , ) ( ). (21)D

x

Now, let us consider the situation discussed above of a TLS coupled to a probe and a dark heat bath. Byway of
example, wefirst focus on a singlemeasurement and then turn to the TMP applied for theworkmeasurement.
In the former case one has for the detector probability

ϵ ϵ ϵ ϵ= − + = + −P P P P P P(0) (1 ) (0) (1), (1) (0) (1 ) (1), (22)D D

and further, one derives from (21) that

ϵ ϵ= = − =P k P k P k k P k k( , 0) ( ), ( , ) (1 ) ( ), 0, 1, (23)

and from (20) that

ϵ ϵ= = = − =P P P k k k(1 0) (0 1) , ( ) (1 ), 0, 1. (24)

The state dependentmutual information (19) is then given by

ϵ ϵ

ϵ ϵ

= =

= − = −

I
P

I
P

I
P

I
P

(1, 0) ln
(0)

, (0, 1) ln
(1)

,

(0, 0) ln
1

(0)
, (1, 1) ln

1

(1)
, (25)

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

and its average, themutual information 〈 〉 = ∑I P x y I x y( , ) ( , )x y, , reads

ϵ ϵ ϵ

ϵ ϵ ϵ

= − − + −

+ +

ϵI P
P

P
P

P
P

P
P

(1 ) (0) ln
1

(0)
(1) ln

1

(1)

(0) ln
(1)

(1) ln
(0)

. (26)

⎧⎨⎩
⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

⎫⎬⎭
⎧⎨⎩

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥

⎫⎬⎭
For a perfectmeasurement ϵ = 0, themutual information thus reduces to the entropy of the TLS, i.e.
〈 〉 = − −ϵ=I P P P P(0)ln[ (0)] (1)ln[ (1)]0 , while in the opposite limit of a completely spoiled detection, ϵ → 1,
one has 〈 〉 = − −I P P P P(1)ln[ (0)] (0)ln[ (1)]1 . Another limiting case is the domain of high temperatures,
where ≈ ≈P P(0) (1) 1 2 so that

Figure 3.The logarithmic ratio −ϵ ϵ{ }p p Wln (W) ( ) in an incompletemeasurement. The parameters are Γ ω=↓ 0.1 0 and β ω = 10

and the driving protocol is the same as in figure 2. The values of η are indicated in thefigure.
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ϵ ϵ ϵ ϵ≈ + − − +ϵI ln(2) (1 )ln(1 ) ln( ). (27)

Toward zero temperature ≈P (0) 1and ≪P (1) 1we arrive at

ϵ ϵ ϵ ϵ ϵ≈ − − + −ϵI P(1 )ln(1 ) ln( ) ln[ (1)], (28)

which for anyfinite ϵ is dominated by the rare events when the TLS resides in the ‘1’ statewhile the prediction
assumes that it is in the ‘0’ state.

4.2. Two photon detection: workmeasurement
Wenow turn to theworkmeasurement which, as described above, requires the detection of two photons, the
last before the drive and the first after the drive. In both cases, the detector operates not ideally due to the
presence of the dark reservoir.

The detector probability P k k( , )D i f (see (13)) is related to the joint probability that initially the true state of

the TLS is kwhile ki is detected and that it isfinally k′while kf is detected

∑= ′
′=

( ) ( )P k k P k k k k, , ; , (29)D f i

k k

f i

, 0,1

which leads to a generalized conditional probability

′ = ′ → ′( ) ( )P k k k k P k k k k P k p k k, ; , , , ( ) ( ). (30)f i f i

According to (13) this implies

ϵ δ ϵ δ ϵ δ ϵ δ′ = − + − − + −′ ′( )( ) ( )P k k k k, , (1 ) 1 (1 ) 1 . (31)f i k k k k k k k k, , , ,i i f f

⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

Wenowdefine in generalization of (19) a state dependentmutual information for the two point
measurement

′ =
′

→
( )

( )
( ) ( )

I k k k k
P k k k k

P k p k k
, ; , ln

, ,
. (32)f i

f i

i i f

2

Itsmean 〈 〉I2 for the swap process is then given by

ϵ ϵ ϵ ϵ

ϵ ϵ

= − − +

− − + +
ϵI

P P P P

(1 ) ln(1 ) ln

(1 ) { (0)ln[ (0)] (1)ln[ (1)]}. (33)

2
2 2 2 2

2 2⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
Note that this expression is symmetric around ϵ = 1 2, as illustrated infigure 4. It reduces to the entropy of the
TLS for an idealmeasurement ϵ = 0 aswell as for a completely spoiled detection ϵ → 1.

This allows us to formulate togetherwith (29) and (30) a generalized fluctuation relationwhich accounts for
the incomplete information about the TLS appearing in (16) as a deviation from the Jarzynski relation.Namely,

Figure 4.Generalizedmutual information 〈 〉ϵI2 according to equation (33) versus themeasurement error probability ϵ and the inverse
temperature β ω 0 for a TLSwith level spacing ω 0.
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∑

∑ ∑

∑

= ′

= → → ′

= → =

β β ω

β ω

β ω

− −

′ =

− ℏ − − ′

=

− ℏ −

′=

=

− ℏ −

( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( )

( )

P k k k k

P k p k k P k p k k

P k p k k

e e e e , ; ,

e ( ) ( )

e 1 (34)

W I

k k k k

k k I k k k k
f i

k k

k k
i i f

k k

k k

k k
i i f

, ; , 0,1

, ; ,

, 0,1 , 0,1

, 0,1

f i

f i f i

f i

f i

f i

f i

2 0 2

0

0

wherewe used → ′ = ′ →p k k p k k( ) ( ) (micro-reversibility). This verifies that the generalized state dependent
mutual information as defined in (32) compensates for the incompletemeasurement such that the average of the
combined expression again obeys afluctuation relation.

5. Fast electron-thermometry for calorimetric single-photon detection

The analysis presented above is relevant in practice when examining an open quantum systemwhere some of the
sources of decoherence cannot be observed. Belowwe present a progress report on the experiment wherewe aim
to perform a calorimetricmeasurement of the environment of a superconducting qubit,most likely of transmon
type [37]. Themeasurement of work could be carried out also in other quantum systems, such as spin qubits
made of semiconducting nanowires or quantumdots [38], as well as in small classical systems [39]. For
investigating heat transport and its statistics in small quantum systems, it is essential to have a highly sensitive
detector withwide bandwidth. The lack of fast thermometers and calorimeters inmesoscopic structures has
limited the study of thermodynamics in them. Fast thermometry would enable observation of temporal
variations of effective temperature in small structures as well asmeasurements of heat capacities and energy
relaxation rates. An experimental realization of a qubit not attached to a calorimeter has a finite relaxation time,
which determines the importance of the dark environment in themeasurement. In implementations of
transmon qubits, relaxation times of the order of 100 μs have been reached [40]. Connecting the qubit to a
calorimeter introduces a new time scale depending on the coupling between the two systems. In practice we aim
to couple the absorbent resistor to a qubit via a transmission line. In this situation, the relaxation time can be
tuned for instance by adjusting the coupling capacitance between the qubit and the detector and the absorber
resistance. Preliminary results of our radio-frequency (rf) electron thermometer with promise for ultra-low
energy calorimetry were presented in [15]. Herewe report the latest progress in optimizing the device.

5.1.Measurement technique and characterization
Our thermometer is currently operating around 100 mK electron temperature (Te). It ismounted in a sealed
copper box at the coldfinger of a dilution refrigerator. Themeasurement circuit is schematically illustrated in
figure 5(a). Themeasurement requires a combination of rf and dc voltages to be applied to the sample. For high
frequency filtering, the dc voltage is applied through resistive thermocoax cables, while the rf signal is
transmitted via high frequency coaxial lines.When examining local temperature of a small structure, the size of
the thermometer becomes an important figure ofmerit. For calorimetry, it is beneficial to limit the size of the
thermometer for decreasing the heat capacity of the absorber, and thus the energy resolution of the detector.We
are using a normalmetal–insulator–superconductor (NIS)-tunnel junction as the temperature-sensitive
element [28–30]. A false-colormicrograph of the sample is shown infigure 5(b). The overlap area of theNIS-
junction is 0.03 μm2 and the total volume of the normalmetal island is  = × −4.5 10 21 m3. TheCu island is
connected to the ground of the sample box by twoAl leads via directNS-contacts with the normalmetal. Also an
rf-line is connected to the islandwith a direct Al contact for applying short voltage pulses to heat the sample. The
sample is fabricated on top of an oxidised silicon substrate by using electron beam lithography, three-anglemetal
evaporation and liftoff.

In the standard dc configuration, the bandwidth of theNIS-thermometer is limited to the kHz range by the
∼1 nF capacitance of themeasurement cables and the high differential resistance of the junction. For enabling
fast readout aboveMHz range, we have embedded the junction in an LC resonator, as illustrated infigure 5(a).
The resonator ismade of Al and is fabricatedwith a similarmethod as the sample, with zero-anglemetal
evaporation. Themeasurement is done in a transmissionmode, in which theNIS-junction is connected to the
input and output ports via capacitors CC1 and CC2. The transmittance at resonance, ∣ ∣ =s P P21

2
out in, is affected

by the temperature dependent conductanceG of the junction as

κ=
+

s
G

G G
2 , (35)21

0

0

with κ = +C C C C( )C1 C2 C1
2

C2
2 and π= +G C C Z f4 ( )0

2
C1
2

C2
2

0 0
2. Here Ω=Z 500 is the transmission line

impedance and =f 4790 MHz is the resonance frequency. The values of the coupling capacitors are
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=C 0.02 pFC1 and =C 0.4 pFC2 , and μ=G 67 S0 . The readout ismost sensitive for differential resistances
of the order of Ω=−G 15 k0

1 .
The electron temperatureTe can be estimated from the transmissionmeasurement by using the calibrated

parameters κ andG0. The conductance of theNIS-junction can bewritten as

∫= − − −( ) ( )G
R k T

EN E f E eV f E eV
1

d ( ) 1 , (36)S
T B e

b b
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

where R Δ= −( )N E E E( ) eS
2 2 is the normalized Bardeen–Cooper–Schrieffer superconducting density

of states, = +
−

f E E k T( ) 1 exp( )B e
1⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ is the Fermi–Dirac function at temperatureTe, kB is the Boltzmann

constant, e the electron charge, RT is the tunnelling resistance of the junction, andΔ is the superconducting gap.
For our sample, the parameters are Ω=R 9.9 kT and Δ = 0.21 meV. DC bias voltageVb is applied to theNIS
junction through a spiral inductormadewith the same process as the resonator. Due to the bias dependent
cooling of theCu island by theNIS-junction [30],Te varies in the range 85–100 mK between different bias
valueswithin the gap region at the base temperature of the cryostat, =T 20 mKbath . The bandwidth of the
detector, evaluated at the high differential resistance region of theNIS-junction, is 10MHz and even higher at
smaller differential resistances. Infigure 5(c), the detected power Pdet is shown as a function of frequency f at
three different values ofVb.

5.2. Sensitivity and time resolvedmeasurements
Wehave evaluated the noise equivalent temperature (NET) of the thermometer as −SP

1
det

, where

 δ δ= P Tdet is the responsivity of the thermometer and SPdet is themeasured noise spectral density of the
detected power Pdet.We obtain  bymeasuring Pdet over a range of bath temperatures Tbath and evaluating
 δ δ= P Tdet bath. Infigure 6, theNET of the detector is shown as a function ofPin at three selected values ofVb.
The sensitivity of the thermometer is peaked in a narrow voltage range slightly below the superconducting gap.
Since the instantaneous voltage across the junction is a combination of the dc bias and the rf drive, good

Figure 5. (a) Schematics of themeasurement setup. The green lines in the sample box illustrate Al bondwires. (b) The scheme of how
an artificial atom, e.g. a superconducting qubit, would be connected to an absorber to bemeasured calorimetrically. (c) SEM image of
the samplewith false-color highlight on theCu island (orange) and the Al leads (blue). (d) Resonator lineshapemeasured at three
different values of bias voltage Vb across the probe junction.
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sensitivity can be obtained at a variety of values of Δ< =V e 0.21 mVb , assuming one chooses a suitablePin.
This behaviour is confirmed by themeasured data (figure 6, points) and a numerical simulation (figure 6, solid
lines). The noise in themeasurement was essentially white and determined by the amplifier. By characterizing
themeasurement setupwith a systemnoise parameterTsys, we canwrite ≈S G k T P4P Bd sys detdet . Here

=G P Pd det out is the total gain of the amplification chain. The gainwas estimated to be =G 63 dBd . Combined
with a noisemeasurement, this gives an estimate =T 13 Ksys . The best sensitivity wemeasure is =NET 31

μ −K Hz 1 2. TheNET of the thermometer is improved by factor three compared to our previous setup [15]. This
is obtained by using a new sample boxwith improvedmatching to the 50Ω transmission line, a superconducting
on-chip resonator and a tunnel junctionwith lower RT. The theoretical limit for a fully optimized rf-NIS-

thermometer is = T R kNET 2.72eopt
2

sys T B , which in our current setupwould be μ= −NET 26 K Hzopt
1 2.

For calorimetry, themost important figure ofmerit is the energy resolution of the detector,
 δ δ τ= = −E T NET 1 2. The smaller the heat capacity  of the absorber, the larger the temperature change

produced by a single photon absorption event is. Hence, decreasing the size of the island and choosing a suitable
absorbermaterial is essential in improving the device. The thermal relaxation time of the normalmetal electrons
to the thermal bath is also an important parameter of the calorimeter. In this work, the temperature relaxation of
theCu island ismeasured after heating the normalmetal with a current pulse. The heating is applied through an
rf line, which is connected to the sample as illustrated infigures 5(a), (c). (In the actual photon counting
experiment, this Joule heatingwill be replaced by pulses from an artificial atom connected via a transmission line
to the detector, as shown infigure 5(b).) Short pulses of sinusoidal drive at 1 MHz frequency are used to heat the
normal electrons. The formof the pulse is illustrated infigure 7(a), and the response of the thermometer to the
heating is shown infigure 7(b). At =T 20 mKbath , the thermal relaxation time (τ) is μ∼100 s over awide range
of biases at Δ<V eb . The value of  can be estimatedwith the standard expression for a Fermi electron gas,
 γ= Te,0, where γ = 71 JK−2 m−3 [31]. Together with themeasuredNET and τ, this gives for the current setup
an estimate δ =E h 4 THz. In order to achieve a sufficiently small δE for detecting 1 K photons of frequency
20 GHz, our number needs to be improved. Since the noise in themeasurement is amplifier limited, theNETof
the detector can be improved by choosing an amplifierwith a lower noise temperature at thefirst stage. One such
choice is a Josephson parametric amplifier [32].When the noise in themeasurement is limited by thermal

fluctuations on the island as = k T GNET 4therm B e
2

th , the energy resolution of the detector is given by

δ γ Στ=E k4 (5 )B
2 . For the detection of 1 K photonswith 100 μs relaxation time, this would require to limit

the size of a Cu island to below × −7 10 22 m3. This can be achievedwithmodern fabricationmethods, but the
proximity of the superconductormight become the limiting factor when decreasing the size of the island. The
strength of the thermal coupling between the electrons and phonons decreases significantly at lower
temperatures resulting in a longer relaxation time. Also the heat capacity decreases with temperature. Hence,Te

plays an important role in optimizing the device. Temperatures of the order of10 mK—almost an order of
magnitude smaller than in our current setup—have recently beenmeasuredwith anNIS-thermometer [33].

Figure 6.Noise equivalent temperature, NET, of the thermometer at selected values of the voltage bias Vb. Thismeasurement was
performed at =T 230 mKbath . The points aremeasured data. The solid lines are obtained by a numerical simulation using the
harmonic balancemethod to determine the response to a sinusoidal excitation of the resonator terminated by the junction. The
decrease ofNETobserved at the small input power for =V 0b comes from a small supercurrent flowing through theNIS junction, due
to the proximity effect induced by the close-by directNS contact (see figure 5(c)).
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6. Conclusion

Wehave discussed some aspects ofmeasuring work and heat in a dissipative two-level quantum system. In the
theoretical section, we have analyzed a configuration, where only part of the system and its environment are
accessible to themeasurement. Including the counting efficiency of themeasurement in the discussion, we have
producedmodifiedfluctuation relations. The counting efficiency of themeasurement can be associated to the
mutual information.We have incorporated themutual information and recovered general fluctuation relations
in a spirit proposed by Sagawa andUeda for systemswith information feedback [34]. Although our analysis is
limited to the situationwhere themeasured and the dark reservoirs have the same temperature, it can easily be
generalized to the case of different reservoir temperatures. The results can also be generalised for n-level systems
with >n 2 as long as the instantaneous state of the system after a transition can unequivocally be determined
from the energy of the exchanged photon. A notable exception is the harmonic oscillator for which the
knowledge of the last transition is not enough to determine the state of system, instead thewhole history of
transitions is needed due to the equally spaced energy spectrum.

In the experiment, we have demonstrated an electronic thermometer, operating below 100 mK,with 31
μ −K Hz 1 2 NET and 10MHz bandwidth. The device can be integrated into superconducting circuits with
promise for ultralow-energy calorimetry formesoscopic structures. Provided the necessary optimization steps
are taken, our detector will enable calorimetricmeasurements of singlemicrowave photons in superconducting
quantum circuits.
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